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OPENING THOUGHTS 
 
 

The unprecedented lockdown caused by COVID-19 forced billions of 
people around the globe to shelter in place and work from home that 
impacted the way we all did things day to day. Months later we are still 
needing to rethink and adapt to changes in our daily actions.  And just 
because health ordinances will allow businesses to reopen and allow us to 
emerge from our homes doesn’t mean everything will return exactly the way 
it was pre-COVID.  The business landscape has changed, and organizations 
and those of us in the workforce will have to continue to adapt in 
anticipation and in preparation for this new world of business for many 
more months (or years) ahead of us. 

 
This book provides a glimpse into the changing landscape of work and 

careers, and what we can do to ready ourselves in our ongoing future. 
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1 PROJECTIONS OF THE FUTURE 
 
 

As weeks have turned to months with no real 'returning back to normal' 
anywhere in sight, the creation of new norms like the use of video 
conferencing to replace in person meetings will influence business 
interactions over the upcoming several months if not years.  Even when 
meeting face to face and travel is broadly allowed, will organizations return 
to business as usual, when months or even years of remote communications 
and interactions have been successfully transacted by that time? 

 
If norms really do change relatively permanently, what does that mean 

for jobs, careers, and business interactions in the future?  This book 
explores how various industries and employees in various work roles may 
see long term changes in their work environments, that would suggest how 
those interested in preparing now can be ready to thrive than merely survive 
in the work world of tomorrow.. 
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The Three to Seven Year Stance 
The premise of this book is that COVID-19 has and will impact 

business and day to day interactions for at least the next 3-7 years. Unless 
COVID-19 just completely up and disappears off the face of the earth, 
what is needed is a vaccine that’ll provide antibodies for stronger immunity 
to COVID-19, the distribution and acceptance of the vaccine to a large 
enough percentage of the population to minimize uncontrolled outbreaks, 
and the healthcare system ready to address any outbreaks that do occur. 

 
Once basic protections are in place, then group gatherings, regional 

travel, and eventually international travel options become available again.  
And then from there, the control of COVID-19 will provide more 
flexibility in mobility and commerce, however by then, will daily actions and 
interactions have changed enough that the new normal will no longer 
suggest we will return back to the way things used to be Pre-COVID? 

 

A Non-Believer? 
For many, particularly in the United States, they believe COVID is not 

real, or that masks, business lockdowns, and gatherings are political actions, 
and thus all of the shutdowns and cautions are unnecessary.  This lack of 
belief and compliance in the United States has made the challenges of 
managing and controlling the spread and impact of COVID in the Unites 
States to drag out longer than other large global economies. 

 
Other countries with much denser inner-city populations than the 

United States have been able to bring COVID under control, and have 
returned back to commercial operations and success.  Citizens in other 
countries are eating at restaurants, roaming malls and shopping centers, 
using public transit, and continuing on in life and in business. 

 
For countries or regions that don’t control the spread and containment 

of COVID-19, they will find their return to any form of stability extended 
to longer periods of time. 

 

Thriving in the Future Through Readiness and Skills 
Development 

Those who really want to thrive and start preparing themselves for the 
future post-COVID-19 world CAN start today in creatively thinking, 
building skills, and having a whole new skillset ready to be thought leaders, 
first movers, innovators, and pioneers of our future. 
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By simply assuming that the future will be different, those who are 
forward thinking can start preparing themselves for the new world ahead of 
us.  All else fails, you will have added new skills and have more flexibility 
and options in the future, but there’s no such thing as having too many 
skills and having too many abilities.  Being prepared provides options and 
opportunities in our future. 

 

Thoughts and Examples on Readiness - Distance Visuals 
In thinking through what it might mean to “reopen our economy” and 

what “we” need to do to make that happen, there are several thoughts and 
options where individuals can develop knowledge, skills, and abilities to be 
able to “do things” in our future world. 

 
We’ve gotten good at doing video conferencing for face to face remote 

conversations, but how about taking the same concept in doing distance 
visuals for other processes that we used to physically “go” to a location. 
Whether that’s going to a job site to “see” and “inspect” the worksite, or 
visually doing equipment inspections over a video connection instead of 
physically being at a site, the use of video technology over the internet can 
be adapted to do things without having to physically be there. 

 
Or extending video conferencing to have a more virtual reality 

experience of “being in a room together” for business meetings, job 
interviews, or social gatherings, so focusing on the experience not just the 
function of basic audio and video. 

 
If you’ve taken any proctored exam in this COVID-19 world, you will 

have likely had to light up two cameras with one focused on your face as 
you normally would have, and a second one focused on your keyboard and 
screen to ensure you’re not accessing a phone or other resources to look-up 
answers. 

 
In some proctored exams, artificial intelligence is used to sense your eye 

focus, that if you are looking at something, seemingly reading something 
outside of the exam materials, that your exam results can be invalidated. 

 
It’s using technology to expand processes to ALL of the other methods 

of physical and visual interactions using distance visual integration to help 
people do their jobs without having to hop on a plane or be in the same 
physical room as others, yet fulfilling all of the business, operational, 
security, compliance, and social reasons we traveled or physically gathered 
together in the past. 
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Thoughts and Examples on Readiness – Temperature 
Checks 

As much as studies have found elevated temperature can be a valid 
check for COVID-19 infection, those that are asymptomatic may not have 
a fever as a sign of infection.  However, over the past few months if you’ve 
been to your doctor’s office, dentist office, or have an essential job, you will 
have likely had your temperature taken the minute you arrived. As more 
businesses open up, we WILL have our temperature tested more and more 
often. 

 
As an example of creativity in what will likely become a more regular 

norm of having our temperatures tested, a solution can be creating an 
infrared sensor system that can quickly scan and assess temperatures on 
individuals or groups of individuals faster and easier than the handheld 
forehead temperature devices commonly used today. 

 
While we might not become inventors of something new and fancy, 

simply thinking of potential solutions and brushing up on the knowledge 
and experience on HOW to do mass temperature testing in an accurate 
manner is a new need that didn’t exist months ago that is relevant in the 
future.  A creative thinker is one who can envision and understand potential 
solutions and alternatives of doing things, and then making things happen 
in the new world.  It’s the individual who is able to identify what may or 
may not be needed that will reach into the possibilities of the future that 
will add value as we roll into the post-Covid-19 world. 

 

Thoughts and Examples on Readiness - Contact Tracing 
“If” someone in an office building or organization ends up with 

COVID-19, the organization is going to have to inform other employees, 
likely do deep cleaning, there will be processes and protocols that an 
organization will need to follow to be “responsible” (and not legally 
negligent) in handling the situation. 

 
But the challenge will be to decide on whether to shut down an entire 

multi-building complex to clean the whole facility “out of an abundance of 
caution” or if the organization had a simple app on user’s phones, or used 
radio frequency identification (RFID) tags that can track users movements 
throughout a facility or business complex so that if/when the organization 
has to shut down and isolate, they can do so for a single floor or building, 
not hundreds of thousands of square feet of business office space. 

 
This is the concept of contact tracing that is successfully used in many 
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parts of the world and has helped countries with densely packed cities to 
cut their COVID infection rate to single digit rates a day.  The United 
States records tens of thousands of new infections a day and has no 
organized contact tracing abilities, and thus an outbreak in any location 
becomes a mystery on how to control the outbreak and where to start 
sanitizing to get back to business. 

 
And this is not a political statement, we are a technically adept first 

world nation with the technology sitting in everyone’s pocket or handbag 
that can help us intelligently use our devices to identify where we should 
isolate outbreaks, who we should quarantine, focus clean-up efforts to 
specific locations, and safely return to business within hours than scratch 
our head worrying about whether a location is safe weeks or months later. 

 
Other countries use apps that track the locality of individuals and their 

movement to get ahead of this pandemic outbreak.  Unless or until we do 
so in the United States, every outbreak will be a massive undertaking to try 
to sanitize more area than necessary, and cause yet another setback in a 
successful return to business as it was before. 

 

Thoughts and Examples on Readiness - Automated 
Communications 

Part of the “return to work” effort will be to keep employees up to date 
on outbreaks of COVID-19 as well as health and safety measures 
throughout the work environment.  It will be important to communicate 
the overall status of workplace hygiene and risk. 

 
Through the use of every day communications systems, whether that’s 

through an organization’s website, Intranet, or communications and 
collaboration system, it will be important to have automated 
communications systems that can post, map, and update users throughout 
the enterprise. 

 

A Whole New Way of Thinking 
It’s coming up with new ideas that will help organizations shift beyond 

the “same thing, but remote” thought patterns to a whole new way of 
thinking that involves “similar but better” type of results!  A big piece of 
the future long term for individuals is to spark imagination in what we all 
think and do.  Consumers (all of us, our friends, neighbors, business 
associates, teammates) are looking to work with people with fresh ideas! 

 
People want to partner with someone who knows this is a different 
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world, will create new experiences for themselves and what they manage or 
influence, show spark in their ideas so that partnering with someone who is 
a thinker will come up with fun, engaging, new, creative and better 
experiences in the short term and in the long run. 

 
We’re all guessing on how to do things in this new world, but we will 

take a chance with those taking a step in a new and better direction. 
 
For those that immediately think “that will never work” or come up 

with all the reasons why something isn’t the “same as it was before,” that 
opens up the door for the rest of us that CAN think outside the box, to 
think creatively, to envision ways of doing things in the future that will help 
us continue on with tasks we did before, but in a completely new and better 
way. 

 
Set aside all of the memories of “how things used to be done” and think 

about ways things CAN be done in a world where travel options remain 
limited, mass group gatherings are curtailed, and living and working in 
environments where worker and customer health and safety protections are 
part of the day to day requirement. It’s a new world, there are countless new 
opportunities ahead for those who want to be the leaders of our future… 
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2 SHORT TERM WORKAROUND – LONG TERM 
NORMS 

 
 

What started out as short term workarounds of doing things via Web 
Conferencing instead of in person, having products shipped to us instead of 
walking into a store, replacing in-person events with recorded and online 
content is now becoming the normal way communications and services are 
being provided. 

 
However, the big question is “if we’ve been able to do all these things 

remotely or online for months, why don’t we just continue on with this new 
way of doing things here forward?” 

 

Changes in Business Travel 
Throughout the travel lockdowns of COVID-19, organizations shifted 

to video conferencing systems in lieu of in person gatherings.  Workers 
stayed at home and used remote access technologies to peer into job sites, 
manufacturing facilities, labs, and other locations that previously was 
presumed the person would commute to daily, or fly to on a regular basis. 

 
Even when travel restrictions are lifted and employees can hop in their 

cars or jump on planes to commute to worksites, will they?  For many, they 
are concerned of their health and safety in traveling outside of their homes, 
or they’re concerned of the health and safety of elderly parents or 
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grandparents that they might be caring for that if they contract COVID that 
they might pass it on to others at higher risk of harm. 

 
And for businesses that have developed good remote access routines for 

their employees, if the remote processes have worked reasonably well, do 
they need their employees to spend a chunk of their day sitting in their cars 
commuting to work, or will the remote process be good enough to 
continue on into the future?  Or in many cases, instead of traveling every 
month, possibly just shift to doing a physical travel 1 out of every 3 times, 
thus cutting back physical travels by 2/3rds? 

 
The longer organizations can operate successfully without travel 

expenses, the more the management of the organizations will think about 
the value and return on cost of time allocated to physical travel than other 
new alternative remote methods. 

 

The Return (or Not) of Large Conferences and 
Conventions 

Prior to the lockdown of COVID-19, conferences and conventions 
were opportunities for organizations to share information with employees, 
customers, and prospects.  Convention time was also a time to meet new 
people, make connections, and re-connect with others on a regular basis.  
However as large gatherings have been cancelled and shifted to video 
sessions, online gatherings, and remote workshops, the question of when, 
whether, or will conferences and conventions return as regular business 
events and activities. 

 
While organizations may still want to do some type of get togethers 

when it is safe to do so, much of the announcements, workshops, and 
information sharing sessions can continue to be done remotely, so a 5-day 
conference might be cut down to 2-days with the rest of the time normally 
spent during a weeklong event made available online. 

 
There will also be a general rethinking of large conferences in just the 

size, scope, and cost to put on events of that type again.  It got to a point 
where every organization had to do something bigger, bolder, more 
outlandish than others to capture of attention of attendees.  Events 
included headliner concerts, exclusive access to theme parks, extravagant 
productions for keynote addresses, and sprawling convention halls of 
exhibitors.  However, with every organization effectively going from 
outlandish to nothing, the return of live in person conferences and 
conventions do not necessarily need to crank right back up to where they 
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left off. 
 
Events can be pared down with more focus, over a shorter period of 

time, and be more cost effective.  COVID-19 will provide organizations the 
opportunity to rethink their budget and spending on events without having 
to put on an annual event bigger and better than the one the previous year! 

 

Working in an Office (or Remotely) 
Remote work has minimized the need for expensive office space, 

eliminated commutes, can provide a better quality of life for those that 
don’t have to spend an hour or more sitting in traffic to commute to a work 
location every day. 

 
Many employees in organizations have been able to relocate themselves 

out of small, expensive inner city locations close to work or the social 
scene, into lower cost suburbs with nicer living conditions.  Employers have 
been able to tap into a broader workforce, no longer fighting with other 
organizations trying to hire local resources in high rent locations, but 
instead have been able to tap into resources from a regional, national, and 
global marketplace.  A broader access to skilled resources has expanded the 
available workforce, while reaching into employment markets with lower 
costs of living. 

 

Online Learning as a New Norm 
Classrooms, workshops, and skills development activities have gone 

“online” allowing attendees to access learning resources across the country 
or around the world.  No longer does someone have to wait the once or 
twice a year a course is offered locally, instead the learning search can reach 
any and all online venues available. 

 
While online learning has provided more options and flexibility for 

learners, it has also created a broad market competitiveness that instead of 
being the only training resource in a given marketplace, attendees can 
potentially tap into open seats in training facilities anywhere at potentially a 
lower cost. 

 
The global classroom changes the dynamics of “marketplaces” that have 

been built-up over years.  Now organizations have to make sure they can 
compete at a regional and global scale way more than they’ve had to in the 
past, and the longer remote learning is forced by limitations on travel, the 
more engrained distance learning will become a standard than a temporary 
workaround. 
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3 CHANGES IN INDUSTRY IN THE NEW WORLD 
 
 

During the lockdown caused by COVID-19, every industry has had to 
change the way they did things to support social distancing, a remote 
workforce, and a remote customer base in a safe and secure manner.  The 
experiences that were temporary have in many industries become longer 
term standards. 

 

Changes in Restaurants and Food Services 
As travel restrictions and “safer at home” lockdown rolled around the 

globe, food services become a shop or buy “to-go” model.  Restaurants had 
to shift their offerings, many providing fewer menu items as they expanded 
their customer base with new “take home friendly” options.  As restaurants 
are allowed to have customers return to dine-in service, restaurants need to 
retain the “to-go” model that they subsisted on, and look to grow their 
revenues by serving beyond their seating capacity. 

 
Restaurant services no longer needs to be “sit down only” and since 

tables only turn every 45-min to 2-hrs, a restaurant that continues to offer 
and even expand its to-go offerings can serve more customers more 
frequently, and incrementally increase their revenue opportunities than they 
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had before. 
 

Online Retail Now and Into the Future 
Over the past 10-15 years, online retailers (Amazon, Walmart.com, 

Target.com, etc.) changed the retail storefront environment by providing 
easy home delivery, with 2-day, 1-day, or even same day availability.  Retail 
storefronts have struggled to keep up with the one stop shop ease and 
availability provided by the online retailers.  COVID-19 likely put a nail in 
the coffin of retail as we have known it. 

 
Work from home has settled users into their homes.  It is more 

convenient to buy and have items delivered to them at home where they 
live and work.  As travel restrictions minimize employees from going into 
an office, fewer people are out milling around to and from parking 
structures and transit, or out on a walk during break times or lunches by 
their work office.  People working at home mean storefronts have less foot 
traffic,  diminishing the opportunities retailers have in attracting customers. 

 
Retail workers who are afraid to go back to work and interact with 

customers in a COVID-19 infected world may also find that sales 
commissions are not as lucrative as a lion’s share of buyers go online.  All 
of these challenges have had significant negative impact on retail and 
storefronts, and will likely continue to be financially stressed into the near 
future. 

 

Online Transactions Have a Direct Impact on the 
Traditional Supply Chain 

In a pre-COVID retail world, there were clear distinction between 
manufacturers, distributors, and retailers as consumer went into a retail 
store to buy something, they would not consider walking into a large 
distribution center or driving out to a manufacturing site to wait in line to 
buy their goods and services. 

 
However as storefront retailers give way to online eCommerce online 

retailers that provide free shipping, there’s not much to stop a manufacturer 
from selling their products directly to the end customer / buyer.  Profit 
margins are higher for manufacturers selling directly to their customers.  
Manufacturers can better control selling and the relationship with its actual 
end customer. 

 

The Changes in Healthcare in a Post Pandemic World 
The healthcare system will be split between providing critical care and 
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services to COVID-19 patients, but the organizations will also begin their 
readiness for the “next” big viral outbreak.  Healthcare providers will need 
to be ready to provide healthcare to a varying customer base. 

 
In the United States, healthcare benefits are mostly tied to employers 

providing healthcare plans to their employees.  However, as workers remain 
unemployed and seek out healthcare services directly from healthcare 
providers, the rising annual costs of healthcare premiums needs to be 
addressed. 

 
Additionally, with employees living and working from home, attention 

needs to be taken to address individuals who are facing challenges “being at 
home all the time” as it relates to isolation and mental health. As face to 
face social interactions with others provides outlets for individuals to 
connect with others, being couped up indoors and being on a computer 
screen day and night challenges the mental health of individuals. 
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4 OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE EMERGING 
WORKFORCE 

 
 

Students in college worry that the effects of COVID-19 minimizes their 
chance of finding a job when they graduate, which could be true if the 
recent graduate is looking specifically for a job that no longer exists in a 
post-pandemic world.  But with new jobs created every week to serve and 
fulfill services that didn’t exist months or years ago, those willing to jump 
into a new and creative job and career will have new opportunities available 
to them. 

 

No Experience Needed 
The common complaint of college graduates is the typical job 

requirement of “years of work experience” that an individual just graduating 
from college will likely not have archived yet.  However as new jobs and 
roles emerge in the post-COVID-19 world, one doesn’t necessarily need 
job experience for a job just invented. 

 
As an example of a handful of jobs that are new and unique since the 

beginning of the COVID-19 world: 
• Virtual Image Maker 
• Virtual Guide 
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• Virtual Personal Trainer 
• Virtual Classroom Monitor Assistant 
• Virtual Exam Proctor 
• Telehealth Trainer 
• Virtual Clinician 
• Etc. 
 

Jobs of the Future Haven’t Been Invented Yet 
Back in February 2018, I wrote an article critical of a common statement 

and statistic quoted by educators, politicians, and news outlets that stated 
that “65% of Future Jobs Have Not Been Invented Yet”.  My article 
http://randsnet.blogspot.com/2018/02/65-of-future-jobs-not-invented-
yet.html has been viewed tens of thousands of times as it exposed 
inaccurate quotes and statements about the future of jobs. 

 
I academically debunked the statement at the time because there was no 

qualified research to derive at the 65% number, and that all quoted sources 
pointed to inaccurate quotes of other inaccurate quotes. 

 
However I now somewhat jokingly note that back in February 2018, I 

had no idea COVID-19 would turn the world upside down, and entire new 
careers based on “virtual experiences” would be invented in 2020, with 
some fundamental jobs like restaurant wait staff, travel agent, or cruise 
directors being scarce or non-existent this year. 

 
The overall point being is COVID-19 has changed many things in the 

work world, and many careers that used to be solid, stable career tracks 
have been replaced by job roles that no one would have envisioned would 
be “a job” just a few months ago. 

 

Preparing for What Will Be, Not What Has Been 
The important point for new job seekers is not to get too hung up on 

the job search norms of the past because much of what has been in 
previous years is very different in work experience and direct schooled 
knowledge. 

 
And for many virtual-focused job roles that require skills in being 

behind a computer, phone, or other media device managing online 
interactions, there’s a whole generation of new entrants to the workforce 
that have grown up living the digital age.  While one might have studied to 
be at an office, behind a desk, interacting in person with a team, COVID-19 
has shifted those skill requirements to online experiences. 
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Has Distance Learning Been a Waste? 
Many students who have been thrust from an in-person education to 

online and hybrid classes may feel they are being cheated out of a traditional 
educational learning experience.  However, if many of the new emerging 
job roles are online / virtual careers, having had to experience online 
schooling, working from home, conducting solely online presentations, 
participating in online proctored exams is exceptional experience that 
prefaces virtual and online careers. 

 
Students that transitioned from physical to virtual learning have 

experienced the challenges in interacting with others, doing group projects 
without being in the same room together, trying to collaborate when 
physical gatherings are not possible.  These are EXTREMELY valuable 
learning experiences, that virtual and online careers will also stumble 
through.  Those who can take the challenges of distance learning and 
transform those experiences into the work force and help others get a step 
ahead. 

 

Building Your Own Job Description 
While new entrants to the workforce would typically enter into a world 

where job descriptions have been the same for 10, 20, 30+ years with very 
well established tasks and roles; the physical lockdowns and changing 
behavior patterns of human interactions, commerce, and communications 
caused by COVID-19 has enabled workers to define and build their own 
job descriptions. 

 
While someone doing a job may struggle figuring out how to do their 

job they’ve been doing their entire life to now have to “do it differently,” 
someone just walking in to an organization, with digital experience behind 
them in how social media and tech works, that creative thinking, new 
entrant to the work force may very likely be able to create a better job 
description in the unique world ahead of us. 

 

Envisioning the Future of Results-based Work 
Changes caused by new norms shifts work roles from task oriented to 

more results-based work.  Again, for many roles that have been around for 
decades, the progression through historical tasks are nothing more than 
sequences of tasks.  An entry level person becomes an apprentice that 
becomes a junior level, senior level, and executive level participant.  
However, as job roles are truly new and unique, the leap from entrant to 
expert will be based on the individuals ability to archive results. 
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In the chaotic new world that we’re in, it’ll be results based work that’ll 

identify the shortest path from start to finish, and those that can think in 
new and creative ways have more opportunities than in pre-COVID days 
when everything was clearly defined and “known”.  This is the best time for 
new and creative thinkers! 
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5 REINVENTING ONESELF FOR FUTURE 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

 
 

As much as the previous chapter addressed opportunities for new 
entrants into the workforce, for those who have been gainfully employed 
prior to COVID-19 may find their job or role no longer exists in the new 
post-pandemic world.  As challenging as it might seem of changing careers 
and doing something completely different years into a career track, the 
future world in many industries as addressed so far in this book has forever 
changed.  It is time for many to reinvent themselves and prepare 
themselves for future employment opportunities. 

 

Job Squeeze in Industries Affected by COVID-19 
As the United States economy shrank by ~32% in the March-June 2020 

quarter, there’s no question why certain jobs either have far fewer openings 
or no openings at all.  When health ordinances closed down beauty salons, 
gyms, and indoor dining, those who worked in those establishments had 
their jobs put on hold.  However, as the economy opens back up, 
consumers will not necessarily flock back to close contact businesses, 
especially those most vulnerable to COVID-19 (elderly and those with 
compromised immune systems and medical conditions). 
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Unemployment benefits only last so long, and if slowdowns extend for 

months or years, the job market for many positions in many industries will 
be tight for employment for a long time. 

 

Transitioning Skills to Online Services 
For many businesses and job roles that used to have physical direct 

contact that were restricted in the COVID-19 lockdown, the shift to the 
same type of work in a remote model has proven successful.  Classroom 
instructors have become online class instructors.  Music teachers have 
become online teachers of music.  Dance and art instructors continue their 
1:1 and group instruction online.  Realtors that used to show homes in 
open houses now provide virtual home walk throughs. 

 
When there’s a way to transition a service to a remote and online model, 

the shift allows individuals to continue their craft and employment.  Even 
for many whose personal hands-on services are complicated and “not as 
good” in a remote online model are still better off with something that is 
“pretty good” than nothing at all. 

 
And as health restrictions are loosened, what may have been a 3-day a 

week remote model could be shifted to a 1-day a week (with 1/3 capacity) 
in person model and 2-days a week remote, or something of that type.  It’s 
having some in person connection, while minimizing capacity and close 
contact.  And for those that want to remain 3-days a week remote, they can 
be allowed to do so. 

 
It’s all about thinking of new and creative ways of doing things, not 

getting stuck believing that we will just wait until everything opens back up 
100% just like it was pre-COVID and wonder why things just aren’t 
returning back to “normal” yet. 

 

When Online is Not an Option 
There are many industries and work roles where shifting from physical 

to online is just not possible.  A barber or hair stylist just can’t cut 
someone’s hair over a video conference connection.  Those in the airline 
industry can’t shift travelers from airline travel to something virtual and still 
fly airplanes.  These job roles and industries have to have required health 
restrictions to be lifted to re-open their businesses, but even when the 
businesses are back open, bringing customers back to the same levels pre-
COVID remains the challenge. 
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Learning New Skills 
While the best time to build new skills is when being paid 

unemployment benefits or during a paid furlough, to take (online) classes 
and learn a new skill.  However, any time is a good time to build knowledge 
and expertise in something that “could” provide new work opportunities in 
the future. 

 
The best skills to learn are those in fields that are and will be needed in a 

future remote, work from home, socially distant, cautious work world 
environment.  If “online” and “virtual” experiences are going to be more 
prevalent in the future, then any skills related to those growing areas are 
opportunity areas. 

 
As mentioned previously, real estate agents have shifted from physical 

open houses to virtual home tours.  Photographers that used to take 
pictures at conferences and conventions, or at weddings and parties that are 
feeling a pinch in photo shoot bookings can look to gaining incremental 
skills in virtual / 3D home walk throughs, aerial video photography, and the 
like. 

 
Flight attendants that have been in a career of communications and 

customer service that are finding travelers not returning to the skies can use 
their skills to work as virtual meeting organizers, do virtual event 
broadcasting, assist as virtual breakout room facilitation, or learn skills to be 
a virtual guide. 

 
Or as healthcare services will likely further expand in a health and safety 

conscious environment with an ongoing aging population that have higher 
health risks, going to school (online) to gain new career skills in healthcare, 
telemedicine, and other people focused services will likely provide more 
career opportunities than waiting for businesses, in recessionary times, to 
return to pre-COVID levels of business. 
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6 BUILDING BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS AND 
TRUST IN A COMPLETELY NEW WAY 

 
 

For many job roles like in sales, or customer service, or lead 
management roles, one of the core tasks of individuals is to build 
relationships and trust with others as a key focus of the job.  However in a 
social distanced world, how does someone create a business relationship 
and build trust when they can’t get face to face with individuals, can’t go 
have lunch or have a drink with a decision maker, or the decision maker is 
concerned for their health and won’t go do that round of golf that they 
used to do pre-COVID? 

 
How does one create the same “connection” in a socially distant world 

of business? 
 

Keeping Connected Online 
The basics of connecting via video conferencing can help to maintain a 

business relationship and keep connected, for some this might be all that is 
needed to retain a connection, for others, this might just be a short term 
workaround.  As those in business relationships typically understand, if a 
relationship can be established and maintained with a simple phone or Web 
call, a competitor can swoop in and establish a relationship remotely just as 
easily. 
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Returning to Localized Business Relationship Model 
Years ago, business relationships were localized to simply how far one 

could travel, which might have been the distance one could walk or get to 
by horse, or the distance one could drive to and back in a day.  Airline 
travel allowed organizations to centralized sales and business development 
centers as employees could fly across a region to establish and maintain a 
face to face relationship.  More recently, between the Internet and lower 
costs in international travel, relationships have been established halfway 
around the globe. 

 
With COVID-19 that has complicated travel and with the extension of 

health concerns between individuals across regions, the business 
relationship model may need to return to a more localized basis.  This has 
yet to play it itself out, but organizations will need to determine whether 
they can serve an entire region from a central location, or whether the 
distribution of business relationship personnel will return to develop, 
establish, and maintain personalized relationships by locality. 

 

Developing a New Culture 
The alternative to using video conferencing or the model of distributing 

business relationship roles to a more localized basis would involve the 
development of a new culture in developing and maintaining relationships. 

 
The practice of exchanging gifts when meeting in person may mean 

shipping gifts, but not just any box of chocolates or bottle of wine, but 
something that is more personal or has some special meaning.  It might be 
wine from a favorite winery.  It might be sweets from a uniquely regional 
confectioner. 

 
Rather than a video call in the middle of the day like any other business 

meeting, potentially shipping a special spirit and schedule a time to connect 
after work hours and have a “drink together” online. 

 
In lieu of being able to golf together, possibly send a personalized 

engraved putter and pay for a round of golf at a special course near the 
customer to enjoy with a friend. 

 
Organizations need to be careful about local and regional anti-bribery 

regulations, however for the normal cost of a plane ticket, hotel reservation, 
and expensed meals, one could get creative with a reasonable budget that is 
cheaper than travel costs to establish a memorable connection even in a 
socially distant world. 
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Making the Effort to Think Creatively 
While many will feel they are challenged creating and developing 

relationships because their “go to tools,” norms, and methods of 
establishing and maintaining relationships are strained because of 
limitations caused by social distancing, the answer isn’t to “wait until things 
get back to normal,” or simply give up trying. 

 
Everyone else has the same challenge, so it is unlikely one will lose a 

customer or relationship in the short run as it is hard for anyone else to 
swoop in and establish a relationship when they cannot make connections 
“the old way” as well. 

 
While old methods of creating relationships may be difficult, new norms 

and methods have to be developed, attempted, and improved.  For those 
who have a business service need, they too are struggling to find someone 
to help them.  They will likely call on friends to make a recommendation.  
The business development person looking to expand their service base 
needs to ensure they are connecting with as many people as they know, to 
look to establish as many relationships as they can. 

 

Having a Product or Service that Serves the New World of 
Things 

As the saying goes, “it’s hard to sell ice cubes to Eskimos,” so it is more 
difficult to sell a product or service that was great pre-COVID but is no 
longer needed or is no longer relevant in a socially distant or post-COVID 
world. 

 
While some products and services “may” be relevant today, a 

modification to the product or service can shift something from being “just 
okay” in the new world, to being truly unique, creative, or visionary in the 
new COVID-19 world. 

 
Differentiation is important, not just the exact same thing that someone 

can get anywhere in a global internet-based marketplace, but something that 
someone local, someone regional, someone around the globe may want 
because it is something they want and cannot get elsewhere. 

 
It’s more than just selling and establishing relationships differently; it’s 

having a product or offering that sparks interest and expands one’s 
imagination in a unique manner. 
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7 ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES 
 
 

The conclusion of this book really focuses on looking forward and 
building opportunities to be ready to live today and in the future, than 
waiting for everything that worked pre-COVID to return to “normal”.  
Normal has changed, and the sooner we accept that, we can prepare 
ourselves for the endless possibilities of our new future. 

 

Future Projections Not Based on Past Results 
As we look to prepare ourselves into our future, it’s spending less time 

looking back at all the things we were successful doing before and all the 
things that worked pre-COVID, and instead simply look forward and 
project out the challenges in doing things today in partial lockdowns, and 
how we could address things differently in the future. 

 
It’s less about worrying about the job we could have had, and instead 

determine what job might be new and exciting to prepare ourselves for in 
the future. 

 
It’s developing knowledge and skills on things that are needed today and 

in the upcoming socially distant world around us, so that we are able to do 
things needed now and readying ourselves for that future. 
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Taking Action NOW! 
It is difficult thinking about the future and the things that might be 

possible for us, learning something new, doubling up our time today to do 
our day to day while learning something new.  But everyone around the 
globe is in the same boat.  The grass is not greener somewhere else, and the 
world will not snap back to the same way it was pre-COVID. 

 
The opportunities are endless for those who are ready and willing to 

jump in with both feet and take a chance.  Many of the tasks people are 
doing today is different than what they originally trained for or had done 
just a few months ago.  No one can say they have 5, 10, 20 years of 
previous work experience in a COVID-pandemic world. 

 
The opportunities right now for new entrants into the workforce have 

never been better because the playing field is even for everyone. 
 

Have an Open Mind; Build Your Future 
Start with the thinking that everything is different.  Have an open mind 

on what can be done and how to thrive in a completely new work 
environment.  Build your future, re-invent yourself to slip into this new 
world around us, eager to take a change and try something new. 

 
In a world where no one is necessarily “the expert” in living in it, those 

with creative ideas, willing to put in hard work and dedication to try to build 
new and creative ways of doing things will make a name for themselves 
compared to those who sit back and wait until something is well defined 
and structured, and safely dropped in to their laps. 

 

A New World Needing Vision and Creativity 
Just as this book grabs observations and ideas to formulate its 

framework, the world needs visionaries who can think creatively to develop 
new ways of doing things that “might work” in the work world ahead of us.  
No one can say it won’t work because again, no one alive today has really 
been down this pandemic path before, so the opportunities and possibilities 
are truly wide open to anyone. 
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